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f o r   o r c h e s t r a
program note
When I began writing Uncanny Valley in January 2014 I was unaware that my own teacher John Gibson had written a work with the 
same title for piano, electronics, and speaker. I later learned that Nicholas Vines had written an identically titled work for solo piano as 
well. (Despite these coincidences, both composers gave me their blessings to proceed with writing a new work for orchestra.) It would 
seem that I’ve joined the ranks of a privileged and curious few composers who have been charmed by this concept of the uncanny valley, 
a theory originally proposed in 1970 by the roboticist Masahiro Mori in a paper for the Japanese journal Energy. 
The theory states that as robots achieve a more humanlike appearance, actual humans find them increasingly familiar, gaining affinity for 
them until a point is reached when suddenly real people are suddenly repelled. The theory is best represented as the graph of a two-di-
mensional curve with human likeness on an x-axis and affinity (i.e. familiarity and agreeability among real people) on its y-axis, telling 
the story of this human response to robots or, in a larger sense, to any inanimate object that could appear to “be human.” 
As the response to this non-human entity becomes more positive, a sudden dip in the curve heralds a state of absolute repulsion—the 
curve dips down into a valley of minimal-to-no affinity whatsoever, after which it begins to rise again. This valley of the uncanny, of re-
pulsion and eeriness may be due to what Mori identifies as “a form of instinct that protects us from proximal, rather than distal, sources 
of danger. Proximal sources of danger are corpses […] and other entities we can closely approach. Distal sources of danger include wind-
storms and floods.” The paper gives a number of examples of these entities and locates them at various points along the curve—dolls, 
masks, healthy and ill people, Bunraku puppets, etc.—while corpses, zombies, prosthetic and myoelectric hands reside at various points 
in the valley.
I became interested in Mori’s theory after viewing David Lynch’s documentary on surrealist cinema for the BBC (1987). Among the 
films screened in this documentary was The Girl with the Prefabricated Heart (1947) by Fernand Léger, which features mannequins filmed 
up-close. “I guess anything that looks human but isn’t is frightening,” Lynch spoke of the mannequins. “It goes back to this tremendous 
fear of the unknown.” Why is it that mannequins or masks often appear to be scary or unsettling? What are their musical parallels? 
In Uncanny Valley (2014) for orchestra, the graphical curve Mori used to illustrate his theory is treated as a control source, governing the 
piece’s formal design and the movement of individual sounds. The large-scale movement of the piece is between the orchestrations of 
two source sounds—both samples I made of prepared pianos. The curve acts as the non-linear “morph” between these sounds. In this way, 
Mori’s curve has been represented both metaphorically and empirically in the music.
When the curve is in its valley, the orchestrations most closely resemble a piano sounding its lowest note, the lowest key of A0, its thick 
string scraped with the fingernail while the damper pedal allows its resonances to decay for as long as the string will vibrate. In the valley 
of the score, the quiet, rolling percussion including low timpani, tubular bells, and gongs (excited by dragging superball friction mallets 
across them), attempt to recreate the residual noise along with the delicate resonances in the winds and strings, each derived from a 
time-series analysis of the sound.
Towards the end of the piece when the curve is at its highest (representing the highest level of affinity for the non-human entity) the 
orchestrations most closely approximate the sound of another key, a G3 prepared with magnets. Placed directly on the strings, these 
magnets reveal beautiful inharmonic timbres as the key is pressed. The work progresses along the curve and moves between these sounds 
as the curve gets closer to one extreme or another.
Both sounds were analyzed for their internal frequency content, which was then orchestrated and used as a compositional basis for the 
piece. An application was developed to allow the uncanny valley curve to “morph” one sound into another. These tools of computer-as-
sisted composition (CAC) were essential to constructing the raw materials of the piece, opening up the creative space necessary to make 




















Winds, strings, and brass instruments often employ the use of quartertones. 
Clefs
Contrabass, contrabassoon, and contrabass clarinet all use the octavo bass clef. Piccolo is notated with the octavo treble clef. 
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U n c a n n y   V a l l e y  |  L o u i s   G o l d f o r d
Flute harmonic glissando. Tremolo on indicated fundamentals and glissando towards parenthesized partials. Dotted lines 






#dfjkl' s The oboe multiphonic in mm. 101 may pose problems on certain instruments. Generally, the player sho ld choose a fingering that most closely obtains the indicated partials, with this fingering as a suggestion. 
Brass
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II (F trig.) with alto saxophone mouthpiece inside 
trombone mouthpiece* (extremely low, airy sound)
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U n c a n n y   V a l l e y  |  L o u i s   G o l d f o r d
*Use of the alto saxophone mouthpiece with a trombone is described in the score preface.
Trombones in mm. 89 - 96 are instructed to use alto saxophone mouthpieces. Insert the alto sax mouthpiece into the  trombone mouthpiece 
and play using a saxophone embochure (trombonist David Whitwell has extensively developed this technique and assures that the correct 
embochure can be properly obtained by a trombonist within 10 minutes). The correct embochure will produce subharmonics, such as the 
one indicated with the diamond notehead below the slide position indicted with the whole note.
Strings: Bowing Positions
E.S.P. = extreme sul ponticello (half on the bridge; fundamental disappears)
S.P. = sul ponticello (as close to the bridge as possible, at times on the bridge)
S.T. = sul tasto (bow over the fingerboard; dull sound)
N. = normale (ordinato) (regular bowing position)
Strings: Articulations
c.l. batt. (col legno battuto)
 One firm strike of the bow wood against the string at the indicated pitch.
c.l. jetté (col legno jetté)
 Repeated jetté of the bow wood against the string at the desired pitch. Often bracketed numbers (i.e.           ) are employed 
 to show approximately how many rearticulations are to be obtained over the indicated duration.

In mm. 81, basses 4, 5, and 6 are instructed to detune their low E strings to obtain the A1 below their E2. This tuning remains in effect through the end of the 
piece. All pitches represented for these bass parts assume that the player adjusts positions to obtain the indicated concert pitches.
Basses: Scordatura
Percussion
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Horn in F 1
Horn in F 2
Horn in F 3
Horn in F 4
Trumpet in C 1
Trumpet in C 2
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to metal straight mute...
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U n c a n n y   V a l l e y
Louis GOLDFORD (2014)
©2014 Louis Goldford. All rights reserved.
Score in C
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7 7 B
œn œ œb œ œ# œ œb Œ œn œ œ œn œ# œ œ Œ
7 7
B






Œ ‰ ‰ œ+> ‰ œ> œ> œ> ‰ œ>
3 3 3
Œ ‰ ‰ œ+> ‰ œ> œ> œ> ‰ œ>
3 3 3
22

































































œ œ œb ‰ ‰ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ
œ œ
‰ ‰ œ œn œ# œ œb
3 9 5
œb œ œ ‰ ‰ œ œb œ œ# œn œb œn œ
œb
‰ ‰ œ œ œn œ# œ
3
9 5
Œ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ
œb œ
Œ œ œn œ# œ œb œn œ
œ œ
9 9
Œ œ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ
œb
Œ œ œ œn œ# œ œb œn œ
œ
9 9
‰ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ œb œ ‰ ‰ œ œn œ# œ œb œn œ œ œ ‰
9 9
‰ œ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ œb ‰ ‰ œ œ œn œ# œ œb œn œ œ ‰
9 9
œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ œb œ Œ œ œn œ# œ œb œn œ œ œ Œ
9 9
œ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ œb Œ œ œ œn œ# œ œb œn œ œ Œ
9 9
∑








œ+ œ ‰ ‰ œ ‰ œ ‰ Œ
3 3
œ+>
jœ> Œ œ> ‰ œ>
3 3




œ# œ œb ‰ Œ Ó

































‰ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ
œb œ




‰ œ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ
œb




œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ œb œ ‰ ≈ œ œn œ# œ œb œn œ œ œ ≈ ‰ œ œn œ# œ œb
9 9
5




œ ‰ ‰ œ ‰ œ œ ‰








Ó Œ ‰ ‰ œ
3
œ+>
jœ> Œ ‰ ‰ œ> Œ
3 3




















‰ ≈ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ
œb œ




‰ œ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ
œb
‰ ≈ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ œ œn ≈ œ œn œ#
9
9 3
≈ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ œb œ ≈ ‰ œ œ œn œ# œ œb œn œ
œ
≈ œ œ œn œ# œ œb
9 9
œ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ œb ‰ ≈ œ œn œ# œ œb œn œ œ œ ≈ Œ
9
9




‰ œ Œ Ó








œ œ ‰ ‰ œ ‰ œ ‰ Œ
3 3
œ+> Œ Œ ‰ œ>
3










Oœ ‰ Œ Ó
25














≈ œ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ
œb





œ œb œn œ œb œ ≈ œb œ œ# œ œb œn œ œ œ Ó
9






Œ œ ‰ ‰ œ ‰ œ
Œ œ ‰ Ó
Ó Œ ‰ œ+
Ó Œ ‰ . œd
Ó Œ œ+
Ó Œ œ+
Ó Œ ≈ .œ+
Ó ‰ ≈ œb œ
Ó Œ ‰ œb
∑


























Harmon mute (stem in)
(in stand if no picc. trp. mute)











Piccolo Trumpet in A
to piccolo...
5








































































        
Ow
O˙ O˙
Ó Œ ‰ œ+ æ
Ó Œ ‰ . œd æ
Ó Œ œ+ æ
∑
‰ ..Oœbb   
 Oœbb Œ Ó
 Oœbb Œ Ó























































Ó Œ ≈ .œ+æ
∑






























































































œ ‰ Œ Ó





































Ó ‰ ‰ ‰ œ+ œ
5
‰ . œ+ .˙
Ó ‰ ‰ œd œ œ
5
‰ .œ ˙
Ó ‰ ‰ ‰ ‰ œ+
5
Œ .˙d

















Ó Œ ‰ Oœ++








Œ ‰ ≈ Oœ O˙



















































































œæ ‰ Œ Ó
œæ ‰ Œ Ó
32





























































.œ ‰ ‰ ≈ œ œ
Œ ≈ ≈ ≈ œb ˙
5
Ó ≈ .œ œ
Œ ≈ ≈ .œ+ ˙
5
˙ Œ œb
Œ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ œn ˙
5
Ó ˙#











































































































œb> Œ Œ œ>
wæ
Ó ˙#æ









Ó ≈ .œæ œæ
Ow
Ow











































































































































≈ ≈ œ+ .œ .˙
6
≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ œ+ .˙
6
≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ œ+ .˙6
Œ ≈ œ# ˙
5
Œ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ œ+ ˙
5
Œ ≈ ≈ ≈ œd ˙
5














































































































‰ ≈ œn .˙
∑
Œ ‰ œb ˙
Ó ˙d
Ó Œ ‰ œ






























































































































‰ ≈ œnC .C˙
‰ ≈ œdC .C˙
Œ ‰ œdC C˙
Œ ‰ œbC C˙
Ó ˙d
Ó Œ ‰ œ























































Œ ‰ ‰ œ# ˙
3
Œ ≈ .œbC C˙
≈ œdC œC œC œC .C˙
5




≈ ≈ œb œ œ .˙
5





Ó ‰ ‰ œ+ œ
3











































































‰ œœ## ‰ . œœ# ‰ . œœ ‰ ® ..œœJœœ R
œœ Rœœ ..Rœœb
‰
œœ## ‰ . œœ## ‰ .















U n c a n n y   V a l l e y  |  L o u i s   G o l d f o r d

























































































≈ ..œœ## Œ ≈ œœ# œœ Œ..Jœœ
œœ œœ
≈
..œœ## Œ ≈ œœ##
































































œ . .œ# Œ Óœ . .œ




























Ó ≈ .œ œ





Œ ≈ œb œ œ œ ˙
5
≈ ≈ œ œ œ .˙
5
≈ œ œ œ œ .˙
5
Œ .˙+
Œ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ œ+ ˙
5
≈ ≈ ≈ œd œ .˙
5























































































≈ œ œ œ œ œ œ# ¨ ‰ œ# œn œ œ œ œn œ¨ ‰ ‰ œn œ œ#
5 3 3
œ# œ œ œ¨ ‰ ≈ œn œ# œ# œ œ œb ¨ ‰
≈ œ œ œ œ œ œ# ¨
5





œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó




œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ
¨
≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œb
¨ Œ Ó
œ# œ œ œ œ œ œb œb œ œn œ œ ‰ Ó
œ> Œ Ó &
œ# œ œ œ œ œn œb œb œ œn œ œ ‰ Œ œ œ œ œ œ#
∑








‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
O˙##   Oœnn   
Œ ‰ Oœ   Oœ##
Ó ..Oœ JOœ##
















































to trumpet in C...
piccolo
œ œ œ# œ¨ ‰ Œ Œ œb œ
œ# œn œb œn
6
œ# œn œ œ œ# œn œ œ ‰ ‰ œ œ# œ .œ#
3
3
































  Oœ ‰ ..Oœ
OO## ‰ Oœnn   Oœ##
‰ Oœnn   Oœ## ‰ Oœ
  Oœ ‰ Oœ##   









































.œ œ œ œb œb œn œb œb˘ ‰ Œ
5
œ œ# œ œ œ œb œn œ Ó
3 3




œn œ# œ# œn œn œn Œ œ# œ œ
3 3
3
‰ œ# œ œ œ œb œ œ Ó
3 3
..O˙## Oœ
‰ Oœ JOœ##   Oœnn
  ..O˙nn











































Œ ‰ ≈ œn œ œn
œn œb œ œ# .œ œn
6
Œ œ# œ œb œ œ œ œn œ#
3






œ# œ œ œ Ó
3
Ó œ œn œn œb œ œ# œ œ œb œb
6 3
Œ O˙## Oœ
Oœ## Oœ## Oœnn     Oœ
Oœ## Œ O˙nn
  Oœnn JOœ ..Oœ##





  Oœbb   Oœnn ‰ Oœbb
  Oœnn ‰ Oœbb   
..Oœ jOœ##   Oœ















œb œ œ œ# œn œ- Ó
5








œn œ œ# œ Œ Ó
3
JOœ## ..Oœnn J  ..Oœ##
OO Œ O˙##
Oœ## Oœnn Oœ##     OO
J  ..Oœnn Œ Oœ
  Oœ JOœ ..Oœnn
Ó Œ Oœ##
Ó Œ ‰ Oœ
∑
∑
  Oœnn ‰ Oœbb JOœnn
Oœnn ‰ Oœ   Oœbb
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ jOœ











Ó ≈ œ# œ#
œ œ œ œn
3
Œ ‰ . œn œn œn œ# œ œ
3





Ó œ œn œn œn œ œ#
3 3
Ó Œ œ œ œ# œ œn
5
Œ Oœ Oœ ‰ Oœ## JOœ
Oœ## Oœ Oœ     Oœ##
OO Œ JOœ## Oœ## JOœnn
  Oœ ‰ ..Oœ##
J  ..Oœ## Œ Oœ Oœnn
  Oœnn   Oœ## ‰ Oœnn
  Oœ## ‰ Oœnn   
..Oœ JOœ##   Oœ
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
  Oœbb Oœ Oœnn Oœbb
















F poco a poco dim.
F poco a poco dim.
F poco a poco dim.
œ œb œ œ# œ# œ œn œ# œ Œ






œ œ œb œb œn œ œ# œ
3
3
œ œ# œ œ œ# œn Ó
5
  O˙## Œ
OO ‰ Oœnn J  Oœ## JOœ##
  Oœ##   O˙nn
J  ..Oœ ‰ Oœ## JOœ
‰ Oœ## JOœ   Oœ##
  Oœ## ‰ Oœnn JOœ##
Oœ## ‰ Oœ   Oœnn
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
  Oœ ‰ ..Oœ
    Oœ Oœ Œ










‰ œ œn œb œb œ œn œ œn œb œ
5 3
œ œb œ# œn œ œ œb œ œ# œ# œ œn
5






Œ œn œb œb œ œn Œ œ œ# œ# œ œn
5
5
..Oœnn JOœ   Oœ##
  Oœ Œ Oœ   OO##
Œ Oœ## Oœ Oœ##   
‰ Oœ JOœ## Œ Oœ
œO Œ ..Oœnn JœO
  Oœnn Oœ Oœ## Oœnn
  Oœ## Œ
J  ..Oœ Oœ## Oœnn
..O˙## Oœ
O˙ Oœ Oœ Oœbb
    Oœbb Oœ Œ
Œ O˙ Oœnn
jOœ## ..Oœnn j  ..Oœ##
Ó Œ Oœ#

















































































































œ œ œb œn œ Ó
œ Œ Ó
∑
Ó œb œ œ œb œ#
Œ ‰ œb œ œ œ œ œb œ ‰














Ó Œ ‰ Oœ++
∑
∑
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
O˙##   Oœnn   
Oœ ‰ Oœ   Oœ##
Oœ Œ ..Oœ JOœ##
J  ..Oœnn ‰ Oœ##   
  Oœ## Ó
    Oœ Oœ Œ
O˙ Oœ## Oœnn Oœ
JOœ ..Oœ## J  ..Oœnn
Œ O˙## Oœ
    Oœnn Oœ ‰ Oœbb
JOœ Oœ JOœbb   Oœnn   
jOœ ..Oœ## j  ..Oœ
Œ Oœ Oœ ‰ Oœ## JOœ
∑
∑
  Oœbn   Oœn# ‰ Oœbn
  Oœn# ‰ Oœbn   
..Oœ JOœ##   Oœ
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
Ó Œ Oœdd















































‰ œ# œ œ œ œ œb œ œb œ œ
5 3
œb œ œ œ œ œ œ œb œ œn œ# œb
5
Œ œ œ œ œ# œ œb œ œ
3
œ .œ œn œ ‰ Œ ‰ ‰ œ
3 3
Œ ≈ œ œ# œ œ .œb œ œ ‰
3







Ó ‰ œ œ# œ
∑
∑
  Oœ++   Oœ++ ‰ Oœ
  Oœ++ ‰ Oœ++   
..Oœ++ JOœ==   Oœ
‰ Oœ==   ..Oœ++ JOœ
  Oœ ‰ ..Oœ
OO## ‰ Oœnn   Oœ##
‰ Oœnn   Oœ## ‰ Oœ
  Oœ ‰ Oœ##   
..O˙ JOœ##   Oœ
‰ Oœ##   ..O˙ JOœ
O˙## Oœ Oœ Oœnn
    Oœ Oœ Œ
Œ O˙ Oœnn
JOœ## ..Oœnn J  ..Oœ##
J  Oœnn JOœ   Oœbb Œ
O˙bb Œ Oœ
‰ Oœ## JOœ ‰ Oœnn
jOœ##
  O˙## Œ
∑
∑
  Oœn# ‰ Oœbn JOœn#
Oœn# ‰ Oœ   Oœbn
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
  Oœ ‰ ..Oœ
  Oœ==   Oœdd ‰ Oœ
  Oœdd ‰ Oœ==   
..Oœ== JOœ++   Oœ
‰ Oœ++   ..Oœ== JOœ
..Oœ JOœ##   Oœ








































œ# œb œ œn œ ‰ ‰ œn œ œb œb œb œ
3 5
œ ≈ œ œ# œ ˙#
œ ‰ . ‰ œb œb œ œ œ œ# œ œn œ œ
3 3
Jœ œ# œ œn œ .œb œb Jœ œb
3 3 3
Œ ‰ œb œ .œb œ œ œb
3







Ó œ ≈ œ ≈ œ# ≈ œ ≈ œ ≈
5
5
Jœ œb jœ œ ‰ œn œ# œ#
3
3
œœ ≈ ≈ ≈





  Oœ++ ‰ Oœ++ JOœ++
Oœ++ ‰ Oœ++   Oœ++
‰ Oœ==   ..Oœ++ JOœ
  Oœ++ ‰ ..Oœ
..O˙## Oœ
‰ Oœ JOœ##   Oœnn
  ..O˙nn
..O˙ JOœ## J  ..Oœ
‰ ..Oœ O˙##
  ## Oœ ‰ ..Oœ
    Oœ## Oœ ‰ Oœnn
JOœ## Oœ JOœnn   Oœ##   
JOœ ..Oœ## J  ..Oœ
Œ Oœ Oœ ‰ Oœ## JOœ
Oœbb   Oœ Oœ Oœnn
Oœ Oœ   Oœbb ‰ Oœ
Œ Oœ## j  ..Oœnn
..Oœnn JOœ   Oœ##
∑
∑
  Oœbn Oœ Oœn# Oœbn
    Oœn# Œ
J  ..Oœ Oœ## Oœnn
..O˙## Oœ
  Oœdd ‰ Oœ== JOœ
Oœdd ‰ Oœ   Oœ==
‰ Oœ++   ..Oœ== JOœ
  Oœ== ‰ ..Oœ##
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
  Oœ ‰ ..Oœ
.˙æ Œ






















œn œ œ œ# œb œ œn œ œb œb
œ# œn œ œ# œ œ œ œ Œ ≈ œ œb œ
3 3
œ Œ ‰ œ œ œ œ# œ
3 3
œ Œ ‰ . œb œ Jœ
3
Ó Œ ‰ œ
3





œ Œ Œ œn
œ ≈ œ ≈ œ# ≈ œ ≈ œ ≈ Ó
5 5
œ œb œ œn œ
jœ œ jœ3 3
œœnn ≈ ≈ ≈ œœ ≈ ≈ ≈ œœ## ≈ ≈ ≈
œœ ≈ ≈ ≈ œœ ≈ ≈ ≈
5 5 5 5
∑
  Oœ++ Oœnn Oœnn Oœ++
  Oœ++ Œ
J  ..Oœ++ Oœ== Oœnn
..O˙== Oœ++
Œ O˙## Oœ
Oœ## Oœ## Oœnn     Oœ
Oœ## Œ O˙nn
  Oœnn JOœ ..Oœ##
  œO Œ Oœ##
O˙##   œO
J  Oœ## JOœ   Oœnn Œ
O˙ Œ Oœ
‰ Oœ## JOœ ‰ Oœnn JOœ##
  O˙## Œ
  Oœbb   Oœnn ‰ Oœbb
  Oœnn ‰ Oœbb   
..Oœ jOœ##   Oœ
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ jOœ
∑
∑
    Oœ Oœ Œ
O˙b Oœn# Oœbn Oœ
JOœ ..Oœ## J  ..Oœnn
Œ O˙## Oœ
  Oœ== Oœ## Oœdd Oœ==
  Oœdd Œ
J  ..Oœ== Oœ++ Oœ==
..O˙++ Oœ==



















œ ‰ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ# .œ œ#
3
.œ ‰ œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ#
3
œ œ œb œb ˙ Œ
Jœ œ# œ œ œn œ œ Jœ œ
3 3 3
œ œ jœ œ# œ .œ Œ
3








œ Œ ‰ œb jœ
∑
∑
    Oœ++ Oœ Œ
O˙++ Oœ++ Oœnn Oœ++
JOœ++ ..Oœ== J  ..Oœnn
Œ O˙== Oœ++
JOœ## ..Oœnn J  ..Oœ##
OO Œ O˙##
Oœ## Oœnn Oœ##     OO
J  ..Oœnn Œ Oœ
  ## Oœ JOœ ..Oœnn
Œ Oœ##   Oœ
Oœ   Oœ Oœ Œ
Oœ Oœ##   Oœnn Œ
Œ Oœ## J  ..Oœnn
..Oœnn JOœ   Oœ##
  Oœnn ‰ Oœbb JOœnn
Oœnn ‰ Oœ   Oœbb
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ jOœ
  Oœ ‰ ..Oœ
∑
∑
O˙# Oœ Oœ Oœbn
    Oœb Oœ Œ
Œ O˙ Oœnn
JOœ## ..Oœnn J  ..Oœ##
    Oœ## Oœ Œ
O˙== Oœdd Oœ Oœ##
JOœ== ..Oœ++ J  ..Oœ==
Œ O˙++ Oœ==






















œ œn œ œ œb œ œn œ Œ
3
œ ‰ ‰ œ# jœ œ# œ3
3










œ ≈ œ ≈ œ ≈ œb ≈ œ ≈ Ó
5 5




O˙++ Oœ++ Oœnn Oœ
    Oœ++ Oœ Œ
Œ O˙++ Oœ==
JOœ== ..Oœ## J  ..Oœ==
Œ Oœ Oœ ‰ Oœ## JOœ
Oœ## Oœ Oœ     Oœ##
OO Œ JOœ## Oœ## JOœnn
  Oœ ‰ ..Oœ##
J  ..Oœ## Œ Oœ Oœnn





  Oœbb Oœ Oœnn Oœbb






Ó Œ ‰ Oœbb
    Oœn# Oœ ‰ Oœbn
JOœ# Oœ JOœbn   Oœn#   
JOœ ..Oœ## J  ..Oœ
Œ Oœ Oœ ‰ Oœ## JOœ
O˙dd Oœ== Oœ## Oœ==







JOœ## ..Oœnn J  ..Oœ##












































































































































































œ# œ# œ œ œb œn œ œ œn œb
3 3
œ œ Jœb œ œn œb œn œ
3
œ Œ Œ ‰ . œ#
œ œ œ œb
≈ .œ œ .œb œ .œb œ jœ
3








œ œ .œ# jœn
œœ œœ œœ œœbb
∑
    Oœ++ Oœ ‰ Oœ++
JOœ++ Oœ++ JOœnn   Oœ++   
JOœ## ..Oœ== J  ..Oœ++
Œ Oœ++ Oœ== ‰ Oœ## JOœ
  O˙## Œ
OO ‰ Oœnn J  Oœ## JOœ##
  Oœ##   O˙nn
J  ..Oœ ‰ Oœ## JOœ
‰ Oœ## JOœ   Oœ##





    Oœ Oœ Œ









  Oœbb   Oœ++ ‰ Oœbb
  Oœ++ ‰ Oœbb   
..Oœbb jOœ   Oœ
‰ Oœ   ..Oœbb jOœ
J  Oœn# JOœ   Oœbn Œ
O˙b Œ Oœ
‰ Oœ## JOœ ‰ Oœnn JOœ##
  O˙## Œ
    Oœdd Oœ ‰ Oœ==
JOœdd Oœ== JOœ##   Oœdd   
jOœ== ..Oœ++ J  ..Oœ==
Œ Oœ== Oœ== ‰ Oœ++ JOœ
JOœ ..Oœ## J  ..Oœ







































œ œb œ œ# œ œb œ ‰ ‰ œn
6
Œ ≈ œ œb œ ˙
œ œ# œ .œ# œ œ# œ œ# œ#
3
œ œ# œ# Œ









.œ jœb œ œ
œœ œœ## œœ## Œ
∑
J  Oœ++ JOœ++   Oœ++ Œ
O˙++ Œ Oœ
‰ Oœ== JOœ++ ‰ Oœ## JOœ==
  O˙== Œ
..Oœnn JOœ   Oœ##
  Oœ Œ Oœ   Oœ##
∑
‰ Oœ JOœ## Ó
œO Œ ..Oœnn JOœ





O˙ Oœ Oœ Oœbb
    Oœbb Oœ Œ
Œ O˙ Oœnn





  Oœ++ ‰ Oœbb JOœ++
Oœ++ ‰ Oœ++   Oœbb
‰ Oœ   ..Oœbb jOœ
  Oœbb ‰ ..Oœ
Oœb   Oœ Oœ Oœn#
Oœ Oœ#   Oœbn ‰ Oœ
Œ Oœ## J  ..Oœnn
..Oœnn JOœ   Oœ##
J  Oœdd JOœ##   Oœ== Œ
O˙== Œ Oœ
‰ Oœ++ JOœ== ‰ Oœ== JOœ
  O˙++ Œ
‰ Oœ## JOœ ‰ Oœnn JOœ##


























œ œ œb œb œ œ# ‰ . œn œ œb œ
5 3
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Ó ‰ ‰ Oœ Oœ
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    Oœnn Oœ ‰ Oœbb
JOœ Oœ JOœbb   Oœnn   
jOœ ..Oœ## j  ..Oœ
Œ Oœ Oœ ‰ Oœ## JOœ
Ó Œ Oœbb
Ó Œ ‰ Oœdd
∑
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  Oœbb Oœnn Oœ++ Oœnn





  Oœbn   Oœn# ‰ Oœbn
  Oœn# ‰ Oœbn   
..Oœ JOœ##   Oœ
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
Oœ==   Oœ## Oœ Oœdd
Oœ Oœdd   Oœ== ‰ Oœ==
Œ Oœ++ J  ..Oœ==
..Oœ== JOœ==   Oœ++
Œ Oœ## J  ..Oœnn





























œ œ œb œ œ .œn œ ‰ ‰ œ#
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œ Œ œ œ œ œ
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Œ ‰ . œ .œ œ œ Jœ
3
‰ ‰ œ œ œ .œb œ
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J  Oœnn JOœ   Oœbb Œ
O˙bb Œ Oœ
‰ Oœ## JOœ ‰ Oœnn
jOœ##
  O˙bb Œ
  Oœdd   Oœdd ‰ Oœdd
  Oœdd ‰ Oœdd   
..Oœbb jOœ   Oœ
‰ Oœ   ..Oœbb jOœ
    Oœbb Oœ Œ





  Oœn# ‰ Oœbn JOœn#
Oœn# ‰ Oœ   Oœbn
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
  Oœ ‰ ..Oœ
  Oœ==   Oœdd ‰ Oœ
  Oœdd ‰ Oœ==   
..Oœ== JOœ++   Oœ
‰ Oœ++   ..Oœ== JOœ
..Oœ JOœ##   Oœ
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
‰ ≈ œ
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‰
.œ>   œæ
≈ .œb>  J .œæ
  œnæ ‰ œb
>
  œ#æ œæ œ
>



























œ œ# œ œ œ œb œn œ œ œb œn
3
˙ œ œ œ jœb
3
œ Jœ# œ œ Jœ œ œ .œ
3 3
œ Jœ œ œ
œb
3
Ó ‰ Jœb œ






























‰ ≈ Oœ ..O˙
Ow
Oœbb   Oœ Oœ Œ
Oœ Oœ   Oœbb Œ
Œ Oœ## j  ..Oœnn
..Oœnn JOœ   Oœ##
  Oœdd ‰ Oœdd JOœdd
Oœdd ‰ Oœ   Oœdd
‰ Oœ   ..Oœbb jOœ
  Oœbb ‰ ..Oœ
O˙++ Oœbb Oœnn Oœbb
    Oœ++ Oœ Œ
Œ O˙bb Oœ#
jOœ ..Oœ# j  ..Oœ
  Oœbn Oœ Oœn# Oœbn
    Oœn# Œ
J  ..Oœ Oœ## Oœnn
..O˙## Oœ
  Oœdd ‰ Oœ== JOœ
Oœdd ‰ Oœ   Oœ==
‰ Oœ++   ..Oœ== JOœ
  Oœ== ‰ ..Oœ##
‰ Oœ##   ..Oœ JOœ
  Oœ ‰ ..Oœ
œ#
æ ‰ ≈
œ>   
œ
æ ‰
œ>   
≈ .œb>  J .œæ
  œnæ ‰ œb
>
  œ#æ œæ œ
>








Ó Œ œd æ
Ó Œ œd æ
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œ œ œ# œ œ œ ˙#
3
œ œ œb œ .œb œ Œ
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˙ Ó










≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ
¨
≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ
¨
≈ ‰ Œ Ó
∑











Ó ‰ ‰ Oœbb Oœ
3Ow
Œ Oœ   Oœbb   
Œ ‰ Oœbb   Oœnn
..Oœ jOœ##
‰ Oœ##   
  Oœdd Oœnn Oœ## Oœnn





    Oœ++ Oœ ‰ Oœbb
JOœ++ Oœbb JOœnn   Oœ++   
jOœ# ..Oœ j  ..Oœbb
Œ Oœbb Oœ# ‰ Oœ JOœ
    Oœ Oœ Œ
O˙b Oœn# Oœbn Oœ
JOœ ..Oœ## J  ..Oœnn
Œ O˙## Oœ
  Oœ== Oœ## Oœdd Oœ==
  Oœdd Œ
J  ..Oœ== Oœ++ Oœ==
..O˙++ Oœ==












‰ .œb>   
    
   œ#æ
    
wb>
Œ .˙+>
œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ¨ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ
¨
≈ ‰ Œ Ó
œ
¨









































































































































































Ó ‰ Oœdd Oœ
3
Ow
Oœ ‰ Oœbb   Oœnn
‰ Oœbb   Oœnn ‰ Oœ
  ## Oœ ‰ Oœ   
..Oœ jOœ##   Oœ
    Oœdd Oœ Œ





J  Oœ++ JOœbb   Oœ++ Œ
O˙bb Œ Oœnn
‰ Oœ JOœbb ‰ Oœ#
jOœ
  O˙n Œ
O˙# Oœ Oœ Oœbn
    Oœb Oœ Œ
Œ O˙ Oœnn
JOœ## ..Oœnn J  ..Oœ##
    Oœ## Oœ Œ
O˙== Oœdd Oœ Oœ##
JOœ== ..Oœ++ J  ..Oœ==
Œ O˙++ Oœ==
JOœ ..Oœ## J  ..Oœnn
Œ O˙## Oœ
    









Œ .œ+ œ .œ œæ œæ5 5
≈ ≈ ≈ œ+ œ rœ œ ≈ œ œ5 5 3
œ+ œæ œæ œæ .œ œ5
Ó œ+ jœ œ3
Œ ≈ œ+ ≈ .œæ œæ ≈ œ5 5
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(   f   )
(   f   )
(   f   )
(   f   )
(   f   )








˙ ‰ . œ œ
∑






‰ ≈ Oœbb ..O˙
Ow
‰ Oœbb JOœnn   Oœbb
  Oœbb   
..Oœ jOœ## j  ..Oœ
‰ ..Oœ O˙##
O˙dd Oœdd Oœnn Oœdd
    Oœdd Oœ Œ
Œ O˙bb Oœ#
jOœ ..Oœ# j  ..Oœ
Oœ++   Oœbb Oœ Oœ++
Oœbb Oœ++   Oœbb ‰ Oœ
Œ Oœ j  ..Oœ#
..Oœ# JOœbb   Oœn
    Oœn# Oœ ‰ Oœbn
JOœ# Oœ JOœbn   Oœn#   
JOœ ..Oœ## J  ..Oœ
Œ Oœ Oœ ‰ Oœ## JOœ
O˙dd Oœ== Oœ## Oœ==












‰ .œb>   
    
    
    
wb>
Œ .˙+>
.œæ œn œ ≈ œ ‰ ‰ ≈ œ œ5 3 3
rœn œ æ˙ ≈ œ œ5 3
œn .œæ œæ ‰ œ jœ œ5 3
œ ≈ œn æ œæ œ ‰ . œ œ
3
œ œ ≈ œn æ œæ œ ≈ .œ5
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Ó ≈ .œb œ
w
w








Oœ Oœ Oœbb     Oœ
Oœ Œ O˙bb
Oœ## Oœnn JOœ ..Oœ##
Oœ Oœ Œ Oœ##
    Oœdd Oœ ‰ Oœdd
JOœ Oœdd JOœnn   Oœdd   
jOœ# ..Oœ j  ..Oœbb
Œ Oœbb Oœ# ‰ Oœ JOœ
  Oœbb   Oœ++ ‰ Oœbb
  Oœ++ ‰ Oœbb   
..Oœbb jOœ   Oœ
‰ Oœ   ..Oœbb jOœ
J  Oœn# JOœ   Oœbn Œ
O˙b Œ Oœ
‰ Oœ## JOœ ‰ Oœnn JOœ##
  O˙## Œ
    Oœdd Oœ ‰ Oœ==
JOœdd Oœ== JOœ##   Oœdd   
jOœ== ..Oœ++ J  ..Oœ==
Œ Oœ== Oœ== ‰ Oœ++ JOœ
JOœ ..Oœ## J  ..Oœ
Œ Oœ Oœ ‰ Oœ## JOœ
‰ œ
>    
œ>    
    
    
    
    
    
    
œ rœd æ œæ ≈ œ œ œ ≈ œ5 3 3
œ ‰ ˙d æ œæ
œ .œ rœ œ rœ œd æ rœ œ5 5 3
rœ œ œ .œ œ ≈ .œd æ5 5
Œ ≈ ≈ .œ œ ‰ œ5
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œ Jœ œ ˙
3
Ó Œ ‰ œ3
.˙ Œ





Oœ Oœbb Oœ     Oœ
j
  ..Oœnn Œ Oœ
Oœ Oœ jOœ## ..Oœnn
J  Oœdd JOœdd   Oœdd Œ
O˙dd Œ Oœnn
‰ Oœ JOœbb ‰ Oœ#
jOœ
  O˙n Œ
  Oœ++ ‰ Oœbb JOœ++
Oœ++ ‰ Oœ   Oœbb
‰ Oœ   ..Oœbb jOœ
  Oœbb ‰ ..Oœ
Oœb   Oœ Oœ œ
Oœ Oœ#   Oœbn ‰ œ
Œ Oœ## J  ..Oœnn
..Oœnn JOœ   Oœ##
J  Oœdd JOœ##   Oœ== Œ
O˙== Œ Oœ
‰ Oœ++ JOœ== ‰ Oœ== JOœ
  O˙++ Œ
‰ Oœ## JOœ ‰ Oœnn JOœ##
  O˙## Œ
   œ#
æ
 œ
æ Œ ‰ œ
>
  ˙ºæ
 œbæ Œ ‰ œn>
˙næ Ó
 œæ Œ œ
>
˙b æ Œ œ>
 .æ˙
.œ œd œ œ œ œ ‰ œ5
‰ .œd œ œ ‰ œ3
≈ œd œ .œ œæ œæ ≈ .œ3 5
œd œ œ œ œ ≈ œ œ5 3
.œd æ ‰ œ œ jœ3
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œ ˙b œ jœ
3
Oœ Oœ Oœbb     Oœnn
Oœ Œ JOœnn Oœ JOœbb
  Oœnn jOœ ..Oœ##
j
  ..Oœ## Œ Oœ Oœnn
Oœdd   Oœdd Oœ Oœdd
Oœdd Oœnn   Oœdd ‰ Oœ
Œ Oœ j  ..Oœ#
..Oœ# JOœbb   Oœn
  Oœbb Oœbb Oœ++ Oœnn





    
    
œ
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Oœ==   Oœ## Oœ œ
Oœ Oœdd   Oœ== ‰ œ
Œ Oœ++ J  ..Oœ==
..Oœ== JOœ==   Oœ++
Œ Oœ## J  ..Oœnn




‰ .œ+> J .œ#æ
  œ#æ œæ ‰ œn>
˙+> ˙æ




œ jœb æ œæ ≈ œ œ œ3 3
œ .œb æ jœæ œ œ Œ5
3
œ ≈ œb æ œæ jœæ œ œ3 3
œ .œb æ œæ œ œ Œ5
3
œ rœb æ œæ jœæ æ˙
5 3
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œ .œ# ˙ ‰ . œ
w
.˙ Œ
jœ œ# ˙ ‰ ‰
œ3
3
Oœ ‰ Oœbb J  Oœnn JOœ
  Oœnn   O˙bb
j
  ## ..Oœ ‰ Oœ JOœ
‰ Oœ## JOœ   Oœ##
  Oœbb   Oœdd ‰ Oœdd
  Oœdd ‰ Oœdd   
..Oœbb jOœ   Oœ
‰ Oœ   ..Oœbb jOœ
    Oœbb Oœ Œ





    
    
 
   
 
   
    
    
œ
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‰ œ>   œæ
‰ .œ+> J .œ#æ
  œ#æ œæ Œ
˙+> ˙æ




Œ .œb œ .œ œæ œæ5 5
≈ ≈ ≈ œb œ rœ œ ≈ œ œ5 5 3
‰ œb æ œæ œæ .œ œ5
˙b æ œ jœ œ3
œæ ≈ œb ≈ .œæ œæ ≈ œ5 5
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  Oœbb Œ Oœ   Oœ
Œ Oœ Oœ Oœ   
‰ Oœ jOœ## Œ Oœ
Oœ Œ ..Oœnn JOœ
  Oœdd ‰ Oœdd JOœdd
Oœdd ‰ Oœ   Oœdd
‰ Oœ   ..Oœbb jOœ
  Oœbb ‰ ..Oœ
O˙++ Oœbb Oœnn Oœbb
    Oœ++ Oœ Œ
Œ O˙bb Oœ#
jOœ ..Oœ# j  ..Oœn
œ ‰ Œ Ó
 œ Œ Ó
 œ ‰ Ó
  œ Ó
    
    
    
    
    








   
w+>
    
    
wd>
.œæ œ+ æ œæ ≈ œ œ ≈ œ œ
5 3 3
rœ+ œæ æ˙ ≈ œ œ
5 3
œ+ æ .œ œ ‰ œ jœ œ5 3
œ ≈ œ+ æ œæ œ .œ œ œ
3
œ œ ≈ œ+ æ œæ œ œ .œ5
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Oœ Oœ   Oœbb   
Oœbb ‰ Oœ   Oœnn
j
  ..Oœnn ..Oœ jOœ##
  Oœ## ‰ Oœ   
  Oœdd Oœnn Oœdd Oœnn





    Oœ++ Oœ ‰ Oœbb
JOœbb Oœbb JOœ   Oœ++   
jOœ# ..Oœ j  ..Oœbb
Œ Oœbb Oœ# ‰ Oœ JOœ
œ ‰ Œ Ó
 œ Œ Ó
 œ ‰ Ó
  œ Ó
  œ ‰ Œ
   œ Œ
w+>
   œ ‰
    
    
    
    
   
œ ‰
    
œ rœ+ œ ≈ œ œ œ ≈ œ5 3
3
œ ‰ ˙+ æ œ
œ .œ+ rœ œ rœ œ rœ œ5 5 3
rœ œ+ œ .œ œ ≈ .œ5 5
œ œ ≈ .œ+ œ ‰ œ5
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Oœ ‰ Oœbb   Oœnn
‰ Oœbb   Oœnn ‰ Oœ
  ## Oœ ‰ Oœ   
..Oœ jOœ##   Oœ
    Oœdd Oœ Œ





J  Oœ++ JOœbb   Oœ++ Œ
O˙bb Ó
‰ Oœ JOœbb Ó







  œ ‰ Œ
∑
  œ ‰ Œ
œ ‰ Œ Ó
œ ‰ Œ Ó
 œ ‰ Ó
∑
    
.œ œ+ œ œ œ œ ‰ œ5
‰ .œ+ æ œ Œ
≈ œ+ œ .œ œæ œæ ≈ .œ3
5
œ+ œ œ œ œ ≈ œ œ5 3
.œ+ ‰ œæ Œ
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- ≈ - ≈ .- .- -
5 5
_ ≈ - - -
3
- ≈ - - .- - j- -
3 3
- - - - .- - -
5 5
∑




- .- - .- - -
5 5
.- - - r- - ≈ - -
5 5 3
- - - - .- -
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‰ Oœbb JOœnn   Oœbb
  Oœbb   
..Oœ jOœ## j  ..Oœ
‰ ..Oœ O˙##
O˙dd Oœdd Oœnn Oœdd








































(  p )
(  p )
(  p )
(  p )
(  p )
(  p )
(  p )
(  p )
f
sempre l.v. (weight depressing the pedal for innite decay)
∏










(node or cross beam)
vertical scrape (ngernail) 




(lowest possible pedal tone)
(lowest possible pedal tone)
(lowest possible pedal tone)
(lowest possible pedal tone)
(lowest possible pedal tone)
(lowest possible pedal tone)
(lowest possible pedal tone)





A  large tam tam
tune IV down to A1...
tune IV down to A1...








Œ ≈ .œd ˙
Œ ‰ ≈ œ+ ˙
Œ
.˙+
Ó Œ ‰ œ+
∑
∑
- - ≈ - - - - .-
5
- - - - - ≈ - -
3 3
- j- - r- - - .-
3 5





.- - - ≈ - - ≈ - -
5 3 3
r- - _ ≈ - -
5 3
- .- - ‰ - j- -
5 3
- ≈ - - - .- - -
3
æ˙ œæ œ# æ










Oœ Oœ Oœbb     Oœ
Oœ Œ O˙bb
Oœ## Oœnn JOœ ..Oœ##
Oœ Oœ Ó































































Ó ‰ œ œ
3
Œ ‰ ‰ œ+ ˙
3
- - ≈ .- - ‰ -
5
- ≈ - - .- - - j-
5 3
- ‰ - - r- - -
5





- r- - ≈ - - - ≈ -
5 3 3
- ‰ _ -
- .- r- - r- - r- -
5 5 3
r- - - .- - ≈ .-
5 5
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.- ‰ - - j-
3
- - - ≈ - - j- -
5 3
- ‰ - - - - -
3 5





.- - - - - - ‰ -
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‰ .- - - ‰ -
3
≈ - - .- - - ≈ .-
3 5




































































Ó Œ ≈ .œd






- r- - j- _
5 3
‰ - - - .- - r-
3 5 5




‰ ‰ œ+ .˙
3
w
- j- - ≈ - - -
3 3
- .- j- - - Œ
5 3
- ≈ - - j- - -
3 3







































































































Œ œ œb œ ≈ ≈ œ œ# œ Œ
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prepare alto saxophone mouthpiece...
prepare alto saxophone mouthpiece...
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Ó ‰ œ œ
3
Œ ‰ ‰ œ+ ˙3
∑
∑


























Ó Œ ‰ œ
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II (F trig.) with alto saxophone mouthpiece inside 
trombone mouthpiece* (extremely low, airy sound)
a
II (F trig.) with alto saxophone mouthpiece inside 
trombone mouthpiece* (extremely low, airy sound)
II (F trig.) with alto saxophone mouthpiece inside 































































































Ó œ# æ œæ
Ó Œ .œ# œ
5
∑













Ó ‰ ≈ œ+ œ






















































œæ œæ œæ œæ
œ .œb œ œ .œ rœ# œ Œ
5
5











Ó ‰ ≈ œ œ
































(Freely permutate pitches. As comfortably fast as possible.)H
O
∑




























Ó Œ ‰ œd
3
Ó ≈ .œb œ





























































Ó Œ ‰ œb
3
Ó ‰ .œ+
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Ó Œ ‰ ≈ œb
Ó ‰ ≈ œ+ œ
Ó ≈ .œ œ


















































IV (tune down to A)
O
IV (tune down to A)
O
IV (tune down to A)
































































Ó ‰ ‰ œ+ œ
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Ó ˙+







































































































































































































































































































































































































































≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ œ œ Ó
5
Œ ® . .œ Ó
Ó ® .œ
o œo œo
Œ ‰ ® .œd œ Œ
∑
∑
‰ œ œ Ó
3
® .œ œ ˙ Œ
.˙ œ





œ œ œ œ œ œ
¨
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
¨5 3 5
w















œæ œ+ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ¨ ‰ Œ
jœæ .œ+æ Ó
‰
œ jœ œ ‰ œ
wæw
wæ

































































œ ‰ Œ Óœ œ .œd œ ˙





˙ œ> œ> œ> œ> œ> œ>
3 3
˙ œd> œ> œ> œ> œ> œ>
3 3
w
œ ‰ Œ Ó




œ> Rœ> .œ œ> œ .œ> Rœ œ>
5 5 5 5
œd> Rœ> .œ œ> œ .œ> Rœ œ>
5 5 5 5
w
‰ œ+ Œ Ó
wd æ


























































A  large tam tam [felt beaters]
O














Œ ‰ ‚ O
‰ ≈ . œd œ Ó
Œ ‰ ‰ ≈ œœœ#+ ˙˙˙
3
Œ ‰ ≈ œ   œ¨ Œ
∑
‰ ≈ ® œ#   œn ¨ Ó
Œ ‰ ® œd> œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ Œ
œ œ .œ
‰
Ó ® .œ+ œ œ
Œ ‰ œ œ Œ
œ œ œ œ œ




Œ ‰ ≈ œ# œ Œ?
Œ ‰ œæ œæ Œ3?
˙d Ó
Œ ‰ œd ¨ Ó
∑
≈ .œd œ Ó
Œ œ œ ‰ Œ
‰ ‰ ≈ œ+ œ
Ó3
œ ‰ ˙ ≈ œ œ
wæw#
wæ















































≈ ≈ .œ ˙ Œ
5
≈ ≈ ≈ œb œ Ó
5
‰ ® .œ ˙ Œ














œ+ ‰ Œ Ó
œ ‰ Œ Ó
‰ ® œ+ ≈ Œ Ó
∑
∑
œd> œ> œ> œ> œ œ> œ> œ> œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
7 7 7 7
œb> œ> œ> œ> œ œ> œ> œ> œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
7 7 7 7
œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
œd œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
3 3 3 3
∑
œ+ ‰ œ ‰ Ó
≈ œb ≈ ≈ ≈ Œ Ó
5
≈ œ ≈ ≈ ≈ Œ Ó
5
Ó œ+> œ> œ> œ>
Ó œ> œ> œ> œ>
œ Rœ .œ œ œ .œ Rœ œ
5 5 5 5
œd Rœ .œ œ œ .œ Rœ œ
5 5 5 5
∑
≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ œ+ Œ Ó
5
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Œ ≈ ≈ ≈ œd œ Œ
7
∑
≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ œ+ .˙
5
≈ .œd ˙ Œ
Œ ≈ .œd  œd Œ
Œ ‰ ‰ ≈ œb    œ¨
3
∑
œ œ œ œ œ œ
‰ .œ
3 3
Œ ≈ œ+ .œ ‰
5
Œ ≈ ≈ ≈ œ+ œ Œ
5
œ œ œ œ œ œ
¨






‰ ≈ ® œd ˙ Œ
‰ ≈ œd .˙
‰ .œb Ó
Œ ‰ œd æ œæ Œ




œ œ œ .œ œ ‰ œ
wæw
wæ







































Œ œ+ ‰ Ó
≈ œd ‰ Ó .
‰ ≈ ® œ Œ Ó
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Gradually slow tremolo down... ...to a steady pulse. Gradually speed bowing back up (while moving bow towards E.S.P.)...
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...to an inﬁnitely faster, disappearing tremolo.
...to an inﬁnitely faster, disappearing tremolo.
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